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Abstract

A series of rocket engine heat transfer experiments using metallized gelled liquid propellants was conducted. These experiments used a small 20- to 40-lbf thrust engine composed of a modular injector, igniter, chamber and nozzle. The fuels used were traditional liquid RP-1 and gelled RP-1 with 0-, 5-, and 55-wt% loadings of aluminum particles. Gaseous oxygen was used as the oxidizer. Three different injectors were used during the testing: one for the baseline O2/RP-1 tests and two for the gelled and metallized gelled fuel firings. Heat transfer measurements were made with a rocket engine calorimeter chamber and nozzle with a total of 31 cooling channels. Each channel used a water flow to carry heat away from the chamber and the attached thermocouples and flow meters allowed heat flux estimates at each of the 31 stations. The rocket engine Cstar efficiency for the RP-1 fuel was in the 65-69% range, while the gelled 0-wt% RP-1 and the 5-wt% RP-1 exhibited a Cstar efficiency range of 60 to 62% and 65 to 67%, respectively. The 55-wt% RP-1 fuel delivered a 42-47% Cstar efficiency. Comparisons of the heat flux and temperature profiles of the RP-1 and the metallized gelled RP-1/Al fuels show that the peak nozzle heat fluxes with the metallized gelled O2/RP-1/Al propellants are substantially higher than the baseline O2/RP-1: up to double the flux for the 55-wt% RP-1/Al over the RP-1 fuel. Analyses showed that the heat transfer to the wall was significantly different for the RP-1/Al at 55-wt% versus the RP-1 fuel. Also, a gellant and an aluminum combustion delay was inferred in the 0% and 5-wt% RP-1/Al cases from the decrease in heat flux in the first part of the chamber. A large decrease in heat flux in the last half of the chamber was caused by fuel deposition in the chamber and nozzle. The engine combustion occurred well downstream of the injector face based on the heat flux estimates from the temperature measurements.

Nomenclature

\begin{align*}
\text{Al} & \quad \text{Aluminum} \\
\text{Cstar} & \quad \text{Characteristic velocity (m/s)} \\
\text{OF} & \quad \text{Fahrenheit degrees} \\
\text{Isp} & \quad \text{Specific Impulse (lb$_f$-s/lbm)} \\
\text{IRFNA} & \quad \text{Inhibited Red Fuming Nitric Acid} \\
\text{K} & \quad \text{Kelvin} \\
\text{MMH} & \quad \text{Monomethyl Hydrazine} \\
\text{O2} & \quad \text{Oxygen}
\end{align*}
Experimental rocket engine heat transfer and combustion measurements were conducted with metallized gelled O₂/RP-1/Al. Three different gelled fuels were used including 0-, 5-, and 55-wt% RP-1/Al. Traditional RP-1 was used as the basis of comparison. A water-cooled calorimeter chamber and nozzle were used to measure the heat flows in the rocket engine. Traditional 4- and 8-element triplet injectors with oxidizer on the outer flow paths (O-F-O) were used. Three injectors were used: two were designed for metallized gelled propellants and one for the traditional RP-1. The calorimeter engine hardware and injector designs were derived from NASA Lewis' past programs. These tests were planned to determine the potential metal combustion lag caused by aluminum combustion in the multiphase flow typical of metallized gelled propellants. They were also planned as a follow-on to the previously conducted heat sink rocket engine testing to provide data that would improve future test engine designs and test programs with metal and gellant combustion in rocket propellants.

After the initial heat sink engine tests, added testing was conducted with a calorimeter chamber and nozzle to find any effects of propellant combustion delay due to the multiphase fluid in the chamber with the metal particles. As with the heat sink tests, the other purpose of the experiments was to determine the realistic combustion efficiency one might expect for O₂/RP-1/Al metallized gelled fuels and to see if a rocket combustor could deliver the relatively high efficiency needed for successful NASA applications of metallized gelled combustion. Facility limits restricted the testing to a small combustor, so the efficiency might not be as high as predicted for a full-scale engine, but the data would nonetheless help guide future large-scale testing efforts. These experiments were also done to identify conditions or metal loadings that will provide better efficiency and other information that will improve the thinking in future trade studies.

Metallized gelled liquid fuels have the potential for increasing the specific impulse, the density, and the safety of rocket propulsion systems. While the benefits and military applications of Earth-storable (IRFNA/MMH) gelled and metallized gelled fuels and oxidizers are well established, some questions still exist regarding their application for NASA missions. Oxygen/RP-1/Al and cryogenic metallized gelled propellants show promise in the design studies for NASA missions, assuming an engine efficiency comparable to traditional liquid fuels. In the mission studies, there was a relatively limited range of efficiency where metallized propellants were most effective in reducing booster size and improving delivered payload. Experimental efforts to resolve the performance issue were therefore planned and conducted. The questions that arose prior to and during these investigations include: can propellants be fired successfully in a rocket engine, what is the combustion efficiency, are the metallized gelled propellants easily controlled, and are their flow properties predictable? The NASA experimental work was applicable to small 20- to 40-lbf rocket engines and was a first step toward answering these questions. While all of the mentioned issues have not been fully addressed for all thrust levels, the data from these tests can guide future research and help pave the way for successful future testing.
an issue, due to the small size of the engine and the relatively large purge flow rates needed to make the engine firing repeatable. Questions also arose in terms of the propellant exposure to air and drying in the feed system and injector. Many issues were resolved in the heat sink testing, but solutions to the igniter purge effects were not able to be implemented in the past test program.

**Why Metallized Gelled Propellants?**

Metallized gelled propellants have been studied analytically and experimentally for over 60 years. The historical work has focused on the benefits of high specific impulse, high density, and safety. Current non-NASA uses for these propellants may lie in tactical and strategic missiles and aircraft ejection seats. Extensive work has been conducted with metallized-gelled Earth-storable propellants, such as hydrazine (N₂H₄), Inhibited Red Fuming Nitric Acid (IRFNA), and monomethyl hydrazine (MMH). However, these propellants are not planned for use in future NASA launch vehicles. To explore the potential of metallized-gelled fuels, NASA chose to pursue the propellant combinations that were more suitable to its future plans in the Metallized Propellant Program. This program, at the NASA Lewis Research Center, has been conducting experimental, analytical, and mission studies since 1987. This program has concentrated on O₂/RP-1 and O₂/H₂ propellant combinations and the issues related to using these gelled propellants with metal particle additives.

A series of propulsion and vehicle trades studies had shown a potential benefit for metallized gelled fuels for NASA launch vehicles and have indicated that O₂/RP-1/Al can have significant benefits by increasing propellant density. Figure 1, which is derived from data in Reference 11, depicts the potential increase in payload enabled by high-density 55-wt% RP-1/Al. Using O₂/RP-1/Al propellants in a Liquid Rocket Booster replacement of the Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Boosters (SRB), the propellant density increase allows for shorter boosters. Alternatively, for the same booster size, O₂/RP-1/Al has the potential for higher payload delivery mass over traditional solid propellants. With O₂/RP-1/Al, the specific impulse is lower than that for O₂/RP-1 propellants, even for the highest payload benefit cases. This payload benefit is enabled because the high density of the gelled metallized fuel allows a larger mass of propellant to be placed in a smaller volume than traditional liquid propellants. Gelled propellants' thixotropic nature also increases safety by minimizing the potential for tank leakage and reduces the spill area in case of an accidental propellant release.

Based on rocket engine and vehicle performance studies, 0-, 5-, and 55-wt% aluminum loadings in RP-1 seemed the most attractive. During the course of these investigations, it became clear that gelled fuels may be more attractive to users than those with metal particles. A stepping-stone approach where gelled fuels are first used and then the users evolve toward metallized gelled propellants is a definite option. Future vehicles using gelled fuels may allow for slosh reduction, added safety, and leakage reduction. Therefore, gelled RP-1 (0 wt%) was one of the selected candidates. The 0-wt% loading provided a basis of comparison to estimate the gains or losses of gelling the RP-1. Based on a parametric engine performance analysis, the 5-wt% loading delivered the maximum predicted Isp for the O₂/RP-1/Al combinations. This was one reason for the selection of this metal loading. Another reason is that, based on design of experiments methodologies, the selection of three different metal loadings would show the relative trends in performance, and allow the data to be compared to the theoretical trends.

**Experiment Objectives**

Rocket performance and heat transfer measurements were desired in this test program. Since no data were previously available for O₂/RP-1/Al rocket combustion...
heat transfer, rocket calorimeter measurements were sought and obtained. Testing was therefore conducted with O2/RP-1/Al propellants using gelled RP-1 with aluminum particles. During the combustion of metal particles, the multi-phase flow creates a distribution of liquid, solid and gas in the combustion chamber. There is therefore a mismatch in the combustion time scale of the gas, the liquid or gelled droplets and the solid particles. The heat transfer measurements were envisioned so that some estimate might be made of the metal combustion lag for the aluminum. Both baseline non-metallized propellants and various metal loadings with gelled RP-1 were used to compare the combustion temperature heat flux profiles of the different combustion environments. The results of the related heat sink engine testing are summarized in References 15 and 16 and the rocket heat transfer profiles as well as their associated combustion performance in the rocket engine are presented in this paper.

Experimental Setup: Fuels and Rocket Engine

Fuel Preparation

Several types of metallized gelled fuels with different metal loadings were investigated. Based on rocket engine and vehicle performance studies, 0-, 5-, and 55-wt% aluminum loadings in RP-1 seemed the most attractive. The 0-wt% loading provided a basis of comparison to estimate the gains or losses of gelling the RP-1 and the 5-wt% loading delivered the maximum theoretical Isp for the O2/RP-1/Al combinations.

All of the propellant mixing was conducted in Cell 14 of the NASA Lewis Rocket Laboratories. Table I provides the constituents of the different fuels. The gelled RP-1 was prepared with a 6.5-wt% gellant concentration. This gellant wt% was selected based on a series of gelling experiments in which a range of 1-10 wt% gellant was used. With the 5 wt% RP-1/Al fuel, 5 wt% gellant was added and with the 55 wt% RP-1/Al, the gellant fraction was 3.5 wt%. When mixing, it is important to add the “dry” elements first: adding metal, then gellant, then fuel. A very small wt% of liquid surfactant, Tween 85, was also added as the last component to the 55-wt% metal loaded fuel. The surfactant aids the formation of the gel network when using a high metal loading. The dry components are also very powdery, requiring respirator use.

The gelled metallized propellant density is computed using:

\[
\text{Gel Density (kg/m}^3\text{)} = \frac{1}{(1 - ML) + ML + \text{SiO}_2 \text{ Loading}}
\]

\[
\text{RP-1 Density Al Density SiO}_2 \text{ Density}
\]

where:

- ML weight fraction of metal (Al) in the total weight of fuel
- SiO2 Loading weight fraction of gellant (SiO2) in the total weight of fuel

The surfactant is only 0.7% of the mass of the metallized gelled fuel, so it was not included in the above equation.

One-half gallon batches of the fuel were prepared in storage cans. A paint rejuvenator (or shaker) was used to mix the fuel components. The fuel mixing can was typically half filled to allow for more effective mixing of the components during the shaking process.

To place the gelled fuel into the piston-cylinder tank, a transfer tank system was constructed and consisted of a 10 gallon pressure vessel that was rated for 150 psig. The gelled fuel was poured into the transfer tank, and after sealing the tank, it was pressurized to about 70 psig with nitrogen. Nitrogen was used because gelled fuels will dry when exposed to air. Much effort was
exercised to minimize the fuel's air exposure prior to actual rocket testing.

**Combustion Testing Description**

All of the combustion experiments were conducted in Cell 21 of NASA Lewis Rocket Laboratories which is configured to test low thrust rocket engines (nominally 50 pounds of thrust) at sea level or altitude conditions. Only minor modifications to the cell were necessary to safely handle the gelled RP-1/A1 propellant mixtures and to capture the exhaust products for analysis and disposal. A propellant feed subsystem was installed in Cell 21 to supply the engine with gelled metallized propellant. The main component of this system was a high pressure hydraulic piston-cylinder. This piston-cylinder was fed with the propellant mixture from a pressurized transfer tank. A schematic of the charging system is shown in Figure 2. The piston cylinder was pressurized with hydraulic fluid. Propellant flow was regulated by limiting the flow of hydraulic fluid into the piston-cylinder. This was accomplished by controlling the fluid pressure upstream of a cavitating venturi. The results of this method were that the propellant remained fluid and its mass flow rate was held very constant. Variations in the fuel mass flow rate under different engine conditions were manageable. Throughout most of the test matrix, the fuel feed system parameters were kept constant and the oxidizer load pressures were changed to achieve various propellant mixture ratios. Another modification to the test cell was the addition of an exhaust recovery system. This modular system of scrubbers, pumps, and collection filters allowed the experiment to be accomplished with far less environmental impact than any similar test before it in this facility. Since the exhaust products were collected, they could easily be examined for further data concerning the combustion of the fuel mixtures.

Except for the RP-1 and RP-1/A1, all of the propellants in the cell are provided in gaseous form. The gases are O₂, H₂, and N₂. Both the O₂ and H₂ are used for the engine igniter and are provided from high-pressure trailers. Nitrogen is used as a purge gas to protect the igniter and engine after engine shutdown. The liquid RP-1 propellant is delivered to the engine using an 8-gallon pressurized tank attached to the cell. Gelled propellants are pressurized and fed using a piston-cylinder tank. Mass flow rates of the propellants were measured by Coriolis-type mass flow meters, in the case of RP-1 and the gelled propellants, and by pressure transducer outputs coupled with choked jeweled orifices in the feed lines in the case of gaseous propellants. Flow of the liquid RP-1 propellant was limited by cavitating venturis. In all cases, upstream load pressures have a direct bearing on the mass flow rates of the propellant. The test matrix conditions were satisfied by varying these load pressures and by changing the flow control devices.

Several data acquisition systems were employed to provide the cell operator and the researcher with timely and complete data. High fidelity research data was collected with a high speed (TRADAR 2.5) computer system. The high speed data acquisition system is used for highly transient rocket engine measurements of chamber pressure and engine propellant manifold pressures and TRADAR provides a 50 kHz sampling rate with 100 data channels. Immediate performance data was available on the strip-chart data logging chart recorder. This recorder could display up to 16 channels of data sampled at 200 kHz. Steady state data was collected and presented by the low speed (ESCORT) system, with a 1 second sampling rate. The low speed system was used to record more steady state data on propellant line and tank pressures and temperatures. This system supports over 100 channels. In addition to digital data, each run was recorded by a video camera and saved on video tape. Selected runs were also filmed with a high speed film camera at 2000 frames per second. Several still photographs were taken between and during each run. Extensive photographic records were collected of the test hardware before and after run sets.
**Engine Hardware**

Rocket engine calorimeter chamber and nozzle experiments were conducted. The calorimeter combustion chamber had a 2.6-inch inside diameter, was 5.875 inches long, and the calorimeter nozzle had a 0.6-inch diameter throat. The maximum expansion ratio of the nozzle was 4.77:1, though for consistency with the heat sink calculations and measurements, the expansion ratio used in the analysis was 2.4:1. Figure 3 shows a simple diagram of the engine configuration. In conducting these tests, hardware was desired to be modular so that many injector options could be tested. Also, any damaged hardware could be removed and easily replaced.

A total of 22 cooling channels were built into the calorimeter chamber and the calorimeter nozzle had 9 cooling circuits. Table II provides the locations of each station in the chamber and nozzle. Numerous thermocouples are located in the cooling passages of the calorimeter combustion chamber. Two thermocouples were used per cooling circuit. Multiple thermocouples were desired to find any changes in the chamber temperature perimeter. Temperature measurements were also made for the water entering and exiting the cooling channels. These measurements were the primary method of estimating the heat flux in each channel. Standard heat transfer calculations are performed with this data to estimate the heat flux at each station. 17-20 During operation, the engine uses a water flow of 0.1-1.0 gallons per minute in each of 31 flow channels. The flow meters were of a turbine type and a venturi type (using a pressure difference (ΔP) transducer) and were used to measure the water flow rates. The turbine flow meters measured the water flow rates in the cooling channels and with the thermocouple data on the inlet and outlet temperature of each channel, the heat flux was calculated. The heat transfer results from the channels with the turbine flow meters were compared to the heat fluxes computed with the adjacent venturi flow meters’ measurements (with the ΔP transducers). The number of the water feed lines, thermocouples, and flow meters needed in the 31 channels for the heat transfer measurements is high and great care is needed to assure the data reflect the proper heat transfer locations. Approximately one month was required for one technician to setup the calorimeter engine and its measurement devices.

The injectors use an oxidizer manifold within the injector body and have a fuel dome set atop it. The injector elements used an O-F-O triplet design and both four- and eight-element patterns were tested. The elements were arranged to be mutually perpendicular. Due to the use of a gelled metallized fuel, there is the potential of the RP-1 evaporating and the remaining mix of particles and gellant drying in the fuel passages. Using a removable fuel dome minimized the potential of propellant particles being trapped in a complex set of flow passages in the internal body manifold. During the testing, a wide range of oxidizer-fuel ratios (O/F) were investigated. The injectors were designed for an O/F range of 1.2-4.2 for O2/RP-1 and 1.4-3.7 for O2/RP-1/A1.

The igniter assembly consisted of a 3.437 cm³ (0.210 in³) volume hydrogen-oxygen mixing chamber, a spark igniter, and a 0.475 cm (0.187 in) diameter flame propagation tube. Hydrogen and oxygen entered the mixing chamber through opposing inlets. Hydrogen was also directed along the exterior of the flame propagation tube to cool it. A high O/F ratio was maintained in the igniter assembly to reduce the flame temperature. The excess hydrogen ported along the exterior of the flame propagation tube reduced the local O/F ratio near the injector face, resulting in a much hotter ignition flame.

**Engine Mounting, Start Up, and Shutdown**

The engine, including the injector, ignition chamber, and nozzle, was mounted to the test stand with stainless steel rods that are screwed into and protrude from the injector body. All of the engine components were
assembled with threaded bolts. Three metal seals and one elastomeric O-ring are needed for assembling and sealing the engine components. After the engine is mounted in the test stand, the major connections are for the primary fuel and oxidizer manifolds, the igniter fuel and oxidizer and the purge flows for all of the flow paths except the primary fuel. A typical ignition sequence begins with the O$_2$/H$_2$ torch igniter firing for 1 second, and after 0.2 to 0.4 seconds of operation, the fuel and oxidizer are turned on, with a 0.2 to 0.3 second fuel lead.

After main engine ignition has occurred, the igniter flow is shut off and a nitrogen purge is initiated to prevent the igniter from being consumed by the main combustion flow. This purge flow pressure is a minimum of 30 psi higher than the main chamber pressure to assure that no combustion products build up in the thin igniter tube. The purge flow significantly increased the total flow rate such that the N$_2$ mass flow rate was anywhere from 40-70 percent of the total engine flow rate. Figure 4 shows the effect of the added nitrogen flow on the chamber mixture ratio. The O/F is plotted versus the chamber mixture ratio (O/F$_C$), where the O/F$_C$ is computed assuming that the nitrogen flows are "fuels" and this mass flow is in the denominator or:

$$\text{O/F}_C = \frac{\text{Oxidizer flow rate}}{\text{Fuel flow rate} + \text{N}_2 \text{ purge flow rate}}$$

In the figure, it is clear that the O/F can be seriously affected by the nitrogen purge flow. All of the cases, regardless of O/F, are strongly influenced. These purge flow rates were included in all of the $I_{sp}$ calculations, and the added nitrogen does significantly reduce the overall engine $I_{sp}$. Table III shows a typical case for the 55-wt% RP-1/Al. The total N$_2$ flow in the engine caused the overall O/F to be 0.24, whereas the main combustion flow had an O/F of 2.00. Though the high N$_2$ flow was not the only contributing factor, the overall result was Cstar efficiency for the engine of only 47%.

Also during the testing, there tended to be a small buildup of gelled fuel in the converging region and this buildup was, in part, from the small amount of fuel that flowed from the injector after engine had shut down. The residual pressure in the fuel manifold forces this small amount into the chamber. With the engine mounted horizontally, this buildup of propellant was located primarily on the lower portion of the nozzle's converging section and the buildup reached a maximum amount in the nozzle. This buildup had several noticeable effects on the combustion. When firing the gelled fuel with 0- and 5-wt% RP-1/Al, the bottom of the exhaust plume tended to appear clear, while the upper portion was much more optically thick or white. This propellant buildup seemed to sweep particles out of the lower part of the plume. The effects of this sweeping may be the cause of the somewhat larger dispersions in the $I_{sp}$ efficiencies of the 0- and 5-wt% RP-1/Al tests when compared with the ungelled RP-1 and 55-wt% RP-1/Al.

Heat Transfer and Combustion Experiments: Results, Discussion, and Observations

Engine Performance and Efficiency

The results presented here are based on initial analyses of the test data. All of the results presented here are for the heat sink engine. The overall $I_{sp}$, Cstar efficiency, $I_{sp}$ efficiency, and other important data are presented to show some of the important features and potential difficulties with metallized gelled fuels. The theoretical engine performance was calculated using a standard rocket performance computer code for each fuel type and it is used to estimate the $I_{sp}$ and Cstar efficiencies.

The simplified computations for $I_{sp}$, Cstar efficiency and $I_{sp}$ efficiency are shown below:

**Experimental Vacuum Specific Impulse.**

$$\text{IVT} = \frac{F}{\text{WTOT}} \quad (\text{lb}_T \text{-s}/\text{lb}_m)$$
where:
IVT = Experimental Vacuum Specific Impulse
F = Thrust level
WTOT = Total Mass Flow Rate in the Engine (including N2 purges)

\[ F = CF \times P_c \times MPL \times AT \]

where:
CF = Thrust coefficient at nozzle exit (using Ref. 22)
P_c = Chamber Pressure
MPL = Momentum Pressure Loss
AT = Throat area

\[ CSXP = \frac{P_c \times MPL \times AT \times G}{WTOT} \] (ft/s)

where:
CSXP = Experimental Cstar
G = Gravitational Constant

\[ NCSP = \frac{CSXP \times 100}{CST} \] (%) (C-star efficiency (based on chamber pressure))

\[ CST = \text{Cstar predicted using Ref. 15} \]

\[ NISPP = \frac{IVT \times 100}{IVAC} \] (%) (Isp efficiency)

where:
NISPP = Isp efficiency
IVAC = theoretical vacuum specific impulse predicted using Ref. 22.

Heat Transfer Calculations

The simplified heat transfer computations are described below (Ref. 17-20). The average heat flux per segment is:

\[ Q_n = \frac{\text{WCOOL} \times C_p \times DT_n}{\text{ARCOOL}} \] (MW/m²)

where:
Q_n = heat flux for segment n (MW/m²)
WCOOL = coolant flow rate per segment (kg/s)
C_p = Specific heat of water
DT_n = temperature rise for segment n (temperature in K)
ARCOOL = surface area cooled by segment n (m²)

Engine Isp and Efficiency

The preliminary test results of Isp, Cstar efficiency and Isp efficiency are plotted versus the main combustor O/F range tested for each fuel and these figures are described in the succeeding sections. The O/F provided in the figures is the main combustor O/F, and not the chamber O/F (O/Fc) described in a preceding section. In each set of data for the gelled fuels, there is a wider range of variability than that seen with the ungelled RP-1. This variability is caused by the deposits of metal in the chamber and the nozzle, the erosion of the injector, and the potential of gelled propellant density variations as the propellant flowed through the feed system to the injector. This introduced some uncertainty in the mass flow rate, but these were small after gaining experience with the feed system. These effects are described in the section on observations.

Figures 5, 6, and 7 summarize the results. In Figure 5, the maximum Isp produced by each fuel and the range of Isp variation near the maximum value are shown. The theoretical predictions, which included the nitrogen purge flow, do not precisely match the experimental trends for the 0- and 5-wt% RP-1/A1. The trend is not concerning the values of the Isp, but the relation between the different values. With the 0- and 5-wt% RP-1/A1, the theoretical trend is a small increase in Isp for both of these fuels over RP-1 and a reduction in Isp for the 55-wt% RP-1/A1. While a small increase in Isp was predicted for the 0- and the 5-wt% RP-1/A1, there was no increase in Isp for the 0-wt% RP-1/A1 over RP-
that is demonstrated in the experimental data. There is, however, a very small increase in the experimental $I_{sp}$ going from the 0-wt% RP-1/Al to the 5-wt% loading, consistent with the predicted theoretical trend. The 55-wt% RP-1/Al follows the reduced $I_{sp}$ trend noted in the theoretical predictions.

Figure 6 shows the Cstar efficiency ranges (near the maximum $I_{sp}$ values) from the experiments. All of the fuels showed a low upper bound on the Cstar efficiency: from 47 percent (55-wt%) to 69 percent (RP-1). The RP-1 varied from 65 to 69 percent and the gelled RP-1 (0 wt%) had a range of 60 to 62 percent. The 0-wt% RP-1/Al showed the smallest variation in the efficiency. With the 5-wt% fuel, the dispersion in efficiency was from 65 to 67 percent, while the 55 wt% variability was 42 to 47 percent. A summary of the $I_{sp}$ efficiency is presented in Figure 7 and all of the gelled fuels had similar variations in the efficiency data. The RP-1 efficiency only varied from 55-61 percent, while the gelled RP-1 (0 wt%) efficiency ranged from 52-53 percent. The other fuels had a slightly broader range of variation, with 52 to 58 percent with the 5-wt% RP-1/Al and 36 to 40 percent with the 55-wt% fuel.

**O$_2$/RP-1.**

Figure 8 presents the $I_{sp}$ versus O/F for the O$_2$/RP-1 engine. The maximum $I_{sp}$ for the RP-1 was 125.6 lbf-s/lbm and was located near an O/F of 4.2. This maximum value is different from the typically computed maximum near 2.7 for O$_2$/RP-1. The difference is due to the added nitrogen purge gas in the flow. The Cstar efficiency is plotted versus O/F in Figure 9. With the O$_2$/RP-1, the maximum Cstar efficiency was 69%. The $I_{sp}$ efficiency is shown in Figure 10 and, for the RP-1 (ungelled), the maximum efficiency was 61%.

**RP-1/Al: 0-wt% Al.**

In Figure 11, the $I_{sp}$ of the 0-wt% RP-1/Al engine is provided. The maximum $I_{sp}$ for the 0 wt% RP-1/Al was 114.5 lbf-s/lbm and was at an O/F of 2.6. Figure 12 illustrates the engine's Cstar efficiency which was a maximum of 62% at an O/F of 2.6. The maximum $I_{sp}$ efficiency for the 0-wt% RP-1 was 53% and the data for the range of O/F ratios are shown in Figure 13.

**RP-1/Al: 5-wt% Al.**

As shown in Figure 14, at a 5 wt% RP-1/Al loading, the maximum $I_{sp}$ occurred at an O/F of 2.0 and was 127.1 lbf-s/lbm and the lowest $I_{sp}$ at this O/F was 97.3 lbf-s/lbm. Also, the performance has a band of variability at the maximum of the O/F range, but the variation is narrow and the performance was more repeatable compared to the 0-wt% and 55-wt% RP-1/Al. Using 5-wt% O$_2$/RP-1/Al, a range of 65 to 67% Cstar efficiency was delivered. The efficiency data, provided in Figure 15, was relatively constant over the range. The $I_{sp}$ efficiency, depicted in Figure 16, had a maximum of 58% at an O/F of 1.3.

**RP-1/Al: 55-wt% Al.**

As shown in Figure 17, at a 55 wt% RP-1/Al loading, the $I_{sp}$ peak occurred in the range of an O/F of 2.0. The peak $I_{sp}$ was 79.7 lbf-s/lbm at an O/F of 2.0. Also, the performance varied over a relatively narrow range over the entire range of O/F. Figures 18 and 19 show the Cstar efficiency and $I_{sp}$ efficiency versus O/F for 55-wt% gelled RP-1/Al, respectively. The Cstar efficiency for this propellant was 47% (at an O/F of 2.0) and low as 42% at a similar O/F. With $I_{sp}$ efficiency, the values ranged from 40% at an O/F of 2.0 and the lowest value at that O/F is 36%.

**Heat Transfer Results**

The heat transfer results are presented in the Figures 20-22 in which the results for RP-1 are compared with each gelled fuel type. These figures include the heat flux values versus distance from the injector face for the four fuels. The highest heat flux occurs at cooling channel station 28, which was just upstream the nozzle throat, 20.6 cm from the injector face. In each of the cases presented in the heat flux analyses, the values were the
representative cases for each fuel type, and not necessarily the highest heat flux or the highest Isp. For the 55-wt% RP-1/A1, the highest Isp case for this fuel was one of the lowest peak heat fluxes for the 55-wt% fuel. The formation of a metal oxide coating in the nozzle in the 55-wt% cases led to a reduction in the flux and this reduction will be discussed in the succeeding sections.

During the calorimeter firings, the temperature of the cooling water did not always increase as expected. It was found later through inspection of the test photos taken during some of the firings with lower chamber pressures that the rocket exhaust flow was separating from the nozzle. The heat transfer beyond that separation point was minimal and explains, in part, the fast drop in heat flux for the last two cooling channels in the heat transfer analyses. Past testing also shows that the nozzle heat flux will drop quickly after the peak nozzle heat flux. Flow separation did not occur in all of the test runs, but it is noted as part of the explanation of the low nozzle heat fluxes.

RP-1

Figure 20 provides an RP-1 heat flux profile (Run 873). The nozzle section near the throat had the highest heat flux. This result is typical of past testing. A stable combustion zone established itself between the 3 and 7 cm region. After the heat flux reaches 1.7 MW/m², the flux is nearly constant until the flow enters the nozzle. The peak heat flux was 3.6 MW/m² and occurred at cooling channel station 28, 20.6 cm from the injector face and just upstream of the nozzle throat. The last two stations (see Table II) show a very low flux because the flow became separated from the nozzle and therefore the flux drops off very quickly.

0 wt% RP-1/A1

Figure 20 compares the RP-1 (Run 873) and 0-wt% RP-1/A1 heat flux profiles (Run 908). The 0-wt% RP-1/A1 heat flux near the injector face is low, due to the time and distance required to establish the combustion zone, and also due in part to the deposition of partially combusted gelled fuel at the injector chamber interface. A combustion delay is implied in the figure, with the heat flux near the injector being lower than the RP-1. Figure 21 shows the reduction in heat flux for a set of runs for RP-1 and 0-wt% RP-1/A1. Q/A(1) and Q/A(2) in the figure are the first two cooling circuits nearest the injectors face. It is apparent that the overall flux for these two circuits in the 0-wt% RP-1/A1 cases (Runs 901-958) are substantially lower than the corresponding values for RP-1 (Runs 747-900).

After the initial low Q/A values, the flux increased to 2.3 MW/m², an increase due to the combusting SiO₂ gellant, and then the flux dropped below the RP-1 heat flux value to a low point of 1.0 MW/m². This drop in heat flux implies that the chamber coating of partially combusted fuel had formed and is cooling the latter part of the chamber. The peak nozzle heat flux was 3.9 MW/m².

5 wt% RP-1/A1

Figure 22 depicts the RP-1 (Run 873) and 5-wt% RP-1/A1 (Run 986) heat flux profiles. As with the 0-wt% case, the heat flux has a profile where the flux is slightly lower than the baseline RP-1 value near the injector face, reached a peak in the chamber at 5 cm from the face, dropped below the RP-1 flux in the last part of the chamber, and reached a final highest peak just before the nozzle throat. The peak flux in the nozzle was 6.5 MW/m². We can infer that the coating of partially consumed gel in the chamber reduced the heat flux in the second half of the chamber.

55 wt% RP-1/A1

Figure 23 shows the heat transfer profiles for RP-1 (Run 873) and the 55 wt% RP-1/A1 (Run 1019). The nozzle station 28 near the throat had the highest heat flux (6.7 MW/m²), and this flux is the highest of all the cases. Higher heat fluxes were also observed in other 55-wt% cases. Figure 24 compares
the peak nozzle heat flux for 12 different runs. The Q/A variation is due to the thin metal oxide coating that formed on the nozzle surface, insulating the nozzle wall from the combustion gases. The values where the flux dropped and then returned to a high peak are cases where the oxide coating was removed after it had built up on the nozzle surface. After runs 1013 and 1017, the build-up of the oxide was removed with a small chisel. After run 1013, a large fraction of the coating could be removed and the heat flux returned to a high value on the next run. It was clear that after run 1017, though the coating was removed from the throat and diverging section of the nozzle, much of the coating remained on the converging section of the nozzle. This remaining coating caused the reduction in the heat flux noted in Figure 24.

**Metal agglomerations in the nozzle.**
When testing the 55-wt% RP-1/AI, metal agglomerations occurred in the nozzle. This same effect occurred with the heat-sink engine. We wished to avoid this buildup with the calorimeter testing and therefore cleaned the nozzle surface and removed the Al2O3 as quickly as possible after each run. An attempt was made to combat the agglomerations by firing the engine igniter to eradicate the small nozzle agglomerations as they formed. The agglomerations were reduced in magnitude over those formed with the heat-sink nozzle. Instead of a thick coating that narrowed the nozzle throat, only a very thin coating of a few millimeters in thickness formed. This agglomerate was a hardened metal buildup that could not be easily removed. After taking the nozzle off the test rig, the agglomeration could be chipped off with a chisel and then loosened, came off in large segments. During the previous heat sink engine testing, (after 15, 2-second firings), the agglomeration had reduced the throat diameter from 0.6 inches to 0.45 inches.

**Discussion**
Some of the engine performance numbers appear to be very low. These low values are the result of the extremely high fraction of nitrogen in the engine flow. The high nitrogen flow rate was used to protect the O2/H2 igniter in the center of the injector. Due to several difficulties with flow rate computations and measurements, these very high nitrogen flows were used in the engine. The nitrogen has two effects: reducing inter-element mixing and lowering the combustion temperature, which may slow the vaporization of the RP-1. The predicted chamber gas temperature for the O2/RP-1 case using the high nitrogen mass flow was 2651 K \((O/F = 0.44)\). Using O2/RP-1 with no nitrogen purge, the chamber gas temperature was 3308 K \((O/F = 2.6)\). This temperature drop may have a significant effect upon the vaporization and combustion efficiency of the RP-1. The nitrogen purge flow for the engine's igniter was down the center of the chamber, with the 4 or 8 O-F-O elements surrounding the igniter. The nitrogen could then tend to isolate some of the elements from one another. The RP-1 vaporization length was assessed using a code named ROCCID.23 This code predicted a 72% combustion efficiency for this 5.875-inch chamber with O2/RP-1. The short chamber implies a lower vaporization level for the RP-1, and hence a reduced Cstar efficiency and performance. The short chamber was used because of the availability of the calorimeter chamber. Based on this analysis, the low performance could be increased by increasing the chamber length.

Another effect that may have lowered the engine performance is injector design. A typical O2/RP-1 injector operates at an O/F of 2.6 to 2.7. The O2/RP-1 injector was designed to operate over a range of 3.4 to 4.2 O/F, so that a wide range of testing could be conducted with a single injector. This design produced an injector with an oxidizer post diameter of 0.144 inches and a fuel post diameter of 0.0225 inches. These larger O2 posts may have led to inefficient mixing of the RP-1.

Analyses show that the heat transfer to the wall was significantly different for the RP-1/AI at 55-wt% versus the RP-1 fuel. Also, a gellant and an aluminum combustion delay was inferred in the 0% and 5-wt% RP-1/AI cases.
from the decrease in heat flux in the first part of the chamber. A large decrease in heat flux in the last half of the chamber was caused by fuel deposition in the chamber and nozzle. The engine combustion occurred well downstream of the injector face based on the heat flux estimates from the temperature measurements. This location of the combustion zone and the deposition of partially combusted fuel on the walls may have led to some of the reduction in the expected performance.

Observations

Heat Transfer and Potential Chamber Cooling Effect

The 0-wt% RP-1/A1 case showed the potential insulation and cooling effect of the deposition of partially combusted fuel on the chamber walls. In Figure 25, the wall temperatures for the RP-1 and 0-wt% cases are shown. In three of the last five temperature stations, the 0-wt% case has a lower wall temperature than the RP-1 case. During inspection of the chamber during firings and after disassembly, a thin layer of partially combusted propellant coats the chamber and nozzle, which is discussed in the next section. A similar coating of the engine had occurred with the previous heat sink engine testing. An improved cooling technique might be derived from this effect, but additional analyses of the data are required.

Self-protection of injectors

During the testing with gelled RP-1 and the 5-wt% RP-1/A1, some residual propellant was found in the rocket chamber, coating the entire injector face and all of the chamber walls. This residual propellant was actually a mix of unburned fuel (with a gray or clear pink color) and some black or combustion products. Figure 26 shows the typical shape of the fuel deposits. This effect was perhaps due to the fuel lead of 0.2 to 0.3 seconds used in the ignition sequence of the engine. After many firings, this added propellant did not completely undergo combustion, and formed this smooth layer on all the internal surfaces. Once this thin layer was removed with a soft cloth, the metal surfaces exhibited minimal erosion. An improved cooling technique might be derived from this effect. After further analysis of the heat transfer data, a strategy might be formed to use this effect to improve engine lifetime.

With the ungelled RP-1 and 55-wt% RP-1/A1, there was no protective effect layer formed. There was discoloration and blackening of the O2/RP-1 injector faces and injector-face erosion, pitting, and metal deposition that occurred with the 55-wt% RP-1/A1. The greatest damage was done to the 55-wt% RP-1/A1 injectors after they had been used, removed, cleaned, and replaced in the engine. Residual metal particles that had been retained in the O2 manifold and the other injector flow passages were areas where O2 attacked the metal and, in some cases, caused severe injector damage.

Other Gel Effects in the Chamber

Slumping of the gel in the chamber after a firing did cause some unusual plume shapes during the rocket experimental runs. Buildup of a layer in the chamber occurred in the converging section of the previous heat sink firings and also in the current calorimeter tests. There were longer times between firings with the calorimeter due to the need to recharge the water cooling system and the time to estimate the uniformity of the temperature profile in the chamber. These longer down times where the gel is allowed to flow down the chamber walls may have caused this slumping and buildup.

Propellant Drying in the Injector

Using the igniter to clear the nozzle agglomerations also tended to evaporate the liquid component of the gelled fuel during testing of the 55% RP-1/A1 with the calorimeter. A relatively dry RP-1/A1 residue would form in the fuel ports and the fuel dome. This result is however confounded with the fact that the injector had not been changed for three successive propellant types being tested: 0%, 5%, and 55% RP-1/A1. The injector was left in
place over multiple propellant changes because of the complexity of removing it. Although the engine and injector were thoroughly flushed with Solvent 140 and nitrogen purges, some buildup of gelled 0-w% RP-1 dry residue (pink gel only) was evident in the fuel dome once it was disassembled (5 to 10% by volume). This residue is partially attributed to the drying effect of the igniter on the fuel in the injector.

Firings with the 55% RP-1/Al resulted in repeatable performance, but the injector erosion was the greatest of any of the tested fuels. Improving the cleaning process of the O₂ manifolds, or preventing the flow of particles into the manifolds would allow more cost effective and longer-lived testing of the 55-wt% RP-1/Al. More easily disassembled manifolds and injectors would allow better access to flow passages that would trap metal particles. Prevention of the deposition of dried metal particles onto all engine surfaces will be very important for future high metal loading metallized propellant testing programs, not to mention any operational propulsion systems.

Conclusions

Rocket engine performance and heat transfer were determined with a calorimeter combustion chamber and nozzle using RP-1 and metallized gelled RP-1/Al fuels. Rocket combustion performance was not as expected, due to gelled fuel deposition in the combustion chamber, a shorter than desired chamber length, and a high nitrogen purge flow for the engine's igniter. The combustion of metallized gelled propellants was realized with even simple 4- and 8-element triplet injectors. Rocket Cstar efficiency for the RP-1 fuel was in the 65-69% range, while the gelled 0-wt% RP-1 delivered 60 to 62% Cstar efficiency. The 5-wt% RP-1 exhibited a Cstar efficiency range of 65 to 67% and the 55-wt% RP-1 fuel delivered a 42 to 47% Cstar efficiency.

The deposition of uncombusted fuel in the chamber had a very strong influence on the heat flux profiles in the 0-, 5- and 55-wt% RP-1/Al cases. The highest heat flux in the chamber was 1.7 MW/m² for the RP-1, 2.3 MW/m² for 0-wt% RP-1/Al, 2.8 MW/m² for the 5-wt% case, and 3.6 MW/m² for the 55-wt% fuel. After the initial high heat flux in the first half of the chamber, the heat flux would drop rapidly in the second half of the chamber, dropping from their high values to about 1.0 MW/m² for the 0- and 5-wt% cases, and 2.5 MW/m² for the 55-wt% RP-1/Al. Inspection of the chamber after each firing showed that fuel had deposited along the walls, causing the flux to drop. After leaving the chamber, heat transfer measurements with RP-1, 0-, 5-, and 55-wt% RP-1/Al gelled fuels showed that the peak nozzle heat flux for some cases were double that of the RP-1 fuel combustion, especially with the 55-wt% RP-1/Al.

Concluding Remarks

Though the high metal loading, 55-wt% RP-1/Al, engine runs experienced some agglomeration and erosion difficulties, the 0- and 5-wt% tests ran well, with a Cstar efficiency similar to the RP-1, and demonstrated a self-protective layer of gelled propellants and combustion products. The most interesting results occurred with the 0% and 5% RP-1/Al formulations. A thin layer of gelled fuel and combustion products formed throughout the chamber and protected the face of the injector from virtually all burning, scoring, or other damage.

Many additional analyses can be conducted on the heat transfer characteristics of these engines. The time dependence of the combustion and heat transfer has not been fully investigated, the potential metal combustion lag due to gelled and metallized gelled fuels has only been analyzed in a preliminary manner, and much additional analysis of the data can provide many more insights. This work would help improve the engine designs and eliminate the losses due to fuel deposition.

Though the performance obtained with the metallized gelled fuels is lower than that required for beneficial applications to NASA missions, these results show the ways of improving future engine designs. Historical data with metallized gelled fuels has implied
that engines at higher thrust levels are able to deliver the required high efficiency and $I_{sp}$. Larger scale experiments will likely allow more realistic flow conditions, reduced influence of igniter purges, and allow researchers to gather more engine data in a more-representative high-thrust rocket environment.

These first rocket heat transfer experiments with RP-1/Al were a focus for learning about and documenting the actual rocket performance and any potential operational pitfalls. This work is an ongoing set of analyses to determine the viability of gelled propellants and their possible applications to NASA missions. Continuing system studies will use the data from these and other experiments to find the appropriate uses of metallized gelled propellants.
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Table I. Metallized Gelled Fuel Components: Weight Percentages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metal Loading</th>
<th>Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RP-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>93.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>90.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55%</td>
<td>40.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II
Calorimeter Engine Geometry Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>Axial Location from injector face (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Combustion Chamber:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>5.903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>7.173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>7.808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>8.443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>9.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>9.713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>10.348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>10.983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>11.618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>12.253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>12.888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>13.523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>14.158</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where: n is the axial station (starting at the injector face)
Table II (continued)
Calorimeter Engine Geometry Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>Axial Location from injector face (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>16.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>16.939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>17.851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>18.763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>19.675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>20.587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>20.978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>21.951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>22.939</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where: n is the axial station (starting at the injector face)

Table III. Typical Metallized Gelled Propellant Engine Flow Rates and Performance: 55-wt% RP-1/Al, Run 1013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fluid</th>
<th>Mass Flow Rate (lbf/s, kg/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O₂</td>
<td>0.0721 (0.0327 kg/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP-1/Al</td>
<td>0.0360 (0.0163 kg/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N₂</td>
<td>0.2603 (0.1181 kg/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0.3684 (0.1671 kg/s)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other parameters for engine run 1013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thrust (lb, N), vacuum</td>
<td>29.34, (130.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O/F</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamber O/F</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iₚₚ, (lbf·s/lbm, Pₑ)</td>
<td>79.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iₚₚ, vacuum (lbf·s/lbm)</td>
<td>201.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pₑ (psi)</td>
<td>78.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cstar Efficiency</td>
<td>46.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iₚₚ Efficiency</td>
<td>39.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Liquid Rocket Booster Length vs. Payload

Figure 2. Gelled Propellant Transfer Tank System Schematic
Figure 3. Simplified Diagram of Engine Components and Configuration

Figure 4. Main Combustor O/F versus Overall Chamber O/F: 55-wt% RP-1/Al with O₂
Theoretical Vacuum Isp

Test Data: Upper and Lower Bound

Figure 5. Theoretical and Experimental Peak Isp for all Propellants

Figure 6. Cstar Efficiency Range Summaries for all Propellants: At Peak Isp
Figure 7. Summary of Isp Efficiency Ranges for all Propellants: At Peak Isp

Figure 8. Isp vs. O/F: RP-1 with O₂
Figure 9. Cstar Efficiency vs. O/F: RP-1 with O2

Figure 10. Isp Efficiency vs. O/F: RP-1 with O2
Figure 11. Isp vs. O/F: 0-wt% RP-1/Al with O₂

Figure 12. Cstar Efficiency vs. O/F: 0-wt% RP-1/Al with O₂
Figure 13. Isp Efficiency vs. O/F: 0-wt% RP-1/Al with O₂

Figure 14. Isp vs. O/F: 5-wt% RP-1/Al with O₂
Figure 15. Cstar Efficiency vs. O/F: 5-wt% RP-1/Al with O₂

Figure 16. Isp Efficiency vs. O/F: 5-wt% RP-1/Al with O₂
Figure 17. Isp vs. O/F: 55-wt% RP-1/Al with O₂

Figure 18. Cstar Efficiency vs. O/F: 55-wt% RP-1/Al with O₂
Figure 19. Isp Efficiency vs. O/F: 55-wt% RP-1/Al with O₂

Figure 20. Engine Heat Flux Data: RP-1 and 0-wt% RP-1/Al
Figure 21. RP-1 and 0-wt% RP-1/A1 Heat Flux Comparison: Channels 1 and 2, Nearest Injector
Figure 22. Engine Heat Flux Data: RP-1 and 5-wt% RP-1/Al

Figure 23. Engine Heat Flux Data: RP-1 and 55-wt% RP-1/Al
Figure 24. Engine Heat Transfer: Peak Nozzle Heat Flux Data for 55-wt% RP-1/Al

Figure 25. Temperature Profile for RP-1 and 0-wt% RP-1/Al
Figure 26. Metallized Gelled Propellant Engine Exaggerated Deposition Illustration
A series of rocket engine heat transfer experiments using metallized gelled liquid propellants was conducted. These experiments used a small 20- to 40-lb thrust engine composed of a modular igniter, injector, chamber and nozzle. The fuels used were traditional liquid RP-1 and gelled RP-1 with 0-, 5-, and 55-wt% loadings of aluminum particles. Gaseous oxygen was used as the oxidizer. Three different injectors were used during the testing: one for the baseline O2/RP-1 tests and two for the gelled and metallized gelled fuel firings. Heat transfer measurements were made with a rocket engine calorimeter chamber and nozzle with a total of 31 cooling channels. Each channel used a water flow to carry heat away from the chamber and the attached thermocouples and flow meters allowed heat flux estimates at each of the 31 stations. The rocket engine Cstar efficiency for the RP-1 fuel was in the 65-69% range, while the gelled 0-wt% RP-1 and the 5-wt% RP-1 exhibited a Cstar efficiency range of 60 to 62% and 65 to 67%, respectively. The 55-wt% RP-1 fuel delivered a 42-47% Cstar efficiency. Comparisons of the heat flux and temperature profiles of the RP-1 and the metallized gelled RP-1/A1 fuels show that the peak nozzle heat fluxes with the metallized gelled O2/RP-1/A1 propellants are substantially higher than the baseline O2/RP-1: up to double the flux for the 55-wt% RP-1/A1 over the RP-1 fuel. Analyses showed that the heat transfer to the wall was significantly different for the RP-1/A1 at 55-wt% versus the RP-1 fuel. Also, a gellant and an aluminum combustion delay was inferred in the 0% and 5-wt% RP-1/A1 cases from the decrease in heat flux in the first part of the chamber. A large decrease in heat flux in the last half of the chamber was caused by fuel deposition in the chamber and nozzle. The engine combustion occurred well downstream of the injector face based on the heat flux estimates from the temperature measurements.
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